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Background: Fractional flow reserve (FFR) is an index of coronary stenosis severity and has prognostic importance. iFR has been proposed as 
a new index which is independent of hyperemia (Sen et al J Am Coll Cardiol 2012). We aimed to compare iFR with FFR in unselected consecutive 
patients referred for PCI.
Methods: Study 1 is a retrospective study of iFR and FFR in stable patients who had FFR measured on clinical grounds in 5 centers. Study 2 is a 
prospective, multicenter, international study of consecutive PCI patients during a 30-day period. Measurements are being acquired in duplicate with 
I.V. adenosine (140 micrograms/kg/min).
Results: Study 1: 559 patients with stable symptoms had pressure recordings before and during hyperemia. iFR could not be calculated in 4(1%) 
patients thus 555 patients were included. There was a weak intra-class correlation (0.63) with a diagnostic accuracy of 66% for all data and 60% 
in the FFR range that is clinically relevant for decision making (0.60 to 0.90). Even larger differences were found between “iFR at rest” and “iFR at 
hyperemia” (Fig 1). Study 2: 200 patients undergoing PCI are being prospectively recruited.
Conclusions: Retrospective data indicate iFR is not independent of coronary hyperemia. iFR overestimates FFR and is poorly correlated with FFR in 
the clinically important range, 0.60-0.90. iFR has limited diagnostic accuracy for discrimination of coronary stenosis severity. The prospective data 
will be available for presentation at ACC.12.
